
Maximise your  
print-to-cut workflow

Fiery® Prep-it™

Print-for-cut preparation software
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Prepare, layout, automate

Fiery® Prep-it™ makes print-for-cut preparations easier and more efficient than  
ever before! With user-friendly tools, you can prepare your print and cut files  
in seconds.

With its free-angle, true shape nesting, Prep-it creates the most efficient nests that save valuable media and dramatically reduce waste.  
Layouts are calculated at speed, and nest creation can be fully automated for hands-off cut-product production — saving you hours 
of prepress time.

Let Prep-it take care of it all
Fiery Prep-it can connect to any RIP that reads PDF files, plus many different cutting tables and router types. It is also fully integrated 
with Fiery XF, providing connectivity to an additional 1,300+ cutters from over 80 different brands — to let Prep-it be your dedicated 
preparation tool for all your cut jobs.
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Time is money! Media is money!

Fiery Prep-it can reduce prepress time for cut-file preparation to a fraction of the 
time versus manual job layout, and can even save you time and media against other  
true shape nesting solutions.

Save hours of prepress time
Don’t waste time on manual preparation of print-for-cut files.  
Prep-it offers dedicated features for quick and easy file preparation  
including cut path editing, tiling and panelling, single- and 
double-sided nesting, and more. Set up hot folders with these 
actions pre-defined for fully automated operation.

Reduce expensive errors
Avoid errors caused by incorrect file preparation. Finishing 
errors require replanning, more material, reprinting, and 
recutting. With Prep-it you can make sure files are correctly 
prepared for finishing with the use of presets and automation.

Print more on less material
Make sure to get the most out of your materials and your 
machinery. By nesting multiple objects and jobs on large sheets, 
you’ll benefit from lower material costs, faster printing, and  
less material handling. Fiery Prep-it can pay for itself in as  
little as two months. Calculate your return on investment:  
fiery.efi.com/prepit/roi-calc/en-uk

Ease of use
As a user, you are guided through the Prep-it queues for a simple 
and easy workflow. You can save pre-defined automation actions 
and select them later to shortcut all manual Prep-it steps.

Fiery Prep-it can cut “standard sheet 
sizes” from the remanent media of a 
nest to further reduce waste
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You’ll only need a short 
introduction
Everyone with just a little knowledge of graphic design and 
prepress, can run the basics of Prep-it with just a 10-minute 
introduction. The graphical user interface is very intuitive and  
guides you through the many Prep-it features.

Familiar interface
Use the comfortable Prep-it Editor for last-minute editing. The 
Interface and toolbar are designed to make graphic designers 
and prepress people feel “at home” as the tools are very similar 
to those they know from Adobe®.

Online learning
From installation and job setup, through to creating automated 
workflows, free online training is available to walk you through 
all the things you need to know to get the most from Fiery 
Prep-it: fiery.efi.com/prepit/learning

Jobs can be prepared and submitted manually, 
semiautomatically (by applying an Automation 
preset), or fully automatically using Prep-it’s 
integration capabilities
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Achieve more for less
Fiery Prep-it offers dedicated features for easy editing, powerful nesting,  
and flexible tiling — at a very affordable price.

Editing and tiling
Prep-it can tile your oversized jobs automatically. You can tile both rectangular and irregular-shaped graphics. You can process jobs 
that require more advanced tiling with overlaps, gap, oversize/bleed, extra white area, and eyelets. Easily do tiling of textile and PVC 
banners, plus prepare them for sewing and welding in seconds. You can see all changes on screen through the highly visual and  
user-friendly graphical user interface before processing. Prep-it generates accurate print and cut panel data without any limits on 
the size and number of panels.

Cut path editing

Create simple cut paths

Tiling of oversized images

Overlap, gap, and eyelets

Crop, scale, merge, and offset

Reg. marks and barcodes Bleed

Hide print layers

DEDICATED TOOLS MAKE EDITING EASY AND ACCURATE
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Nesting
Benefit from powerful nesting and achieve  
great material savings. The Prep-it nesting  
queue is divided by media, allowing you  
to mix all jobs on the same media for 
maximum material use. Or, you can choose 
to only nest one job or jobs from the 
same customer together — giving you 
full flexibility.

You can individually set up nesting features  
including standard sheet sizes, rotation, 
margin, and distance between parts for 
each media.

The Prep-it nesting function also handles 
multi-page PDF documents for double- 
sided nesting. 

Prep-it nesting algorithms reduce nesting 
layouts to a minimum, decreasing media 

usage, and providing faster file-handling 
and greater printer throughput. It even 
has features to handle the unavoidable 
remnant area of nested jobs. You can 

reduce scrap by having leftover media 
cut and turned into “standard sheet 
sizes” for later use, or simply hold jobs 
on the last layout for later printing.

Automation
Set up hot folders with predefined 
actions for automated file 
preparation. Then simply drop your 
files in the specified hot folders. You  
can also select predefined automation  
actions during import for faster 
manual file preparation.

Prepare for perfect cutting
Prep-it automatically generates matching print and cut files. Barcodes and register 
marks are inserted to ensure perfect finishing on your Zünd cutter. No worries 
about finding the correct cut file. Simply scan the barcode and cut.

JSON

FILES

FOLDER 1

�  Material: acrylic 5mm
�  Match layers
�  Join open curves
�  Offset curves
�  Send to nesting

FOLDER 2

FOLDER 3



Corporate

Printers & Ink

EFI™ is a global technology company, leading the worldwide transformation from analog to digital 
imaging. We are passionate about driving customers’ business growth with a scalable portfolio 
of products, solutions, services, and world-class partnerships for the manufacturing of signage, 
packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, building materials, commercial print, and personalised documents 
with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and workflow software. They work together 
to increase profits, cut costs, improve productivity, and optimise efficiency – job after job, year 
after year. Learn more at www.efi.com. 
  

Service & Support

Length can be adjusted; width is fixed

The perfect workflow for businesses of all sizes

Complete compatibility
Knowing that most large format print businesses run multiple 
printers and cutters from multiple brands — Prep-it is fully 
compatible with all RIPs that read PDF files, and all cutting 
solutions that accept PDF, AI or ZCC files, as well as all cutters 
supported by Fiery XF. You can set up multiple output devices/
hot folders in Prep-it to make sure your files go to the right RIP 
and printer every time.

Built for multiple users
Let your departments work in harmony. Prep-it is based on 
client/server architecture, which allows multiple users to access 
the same workflows at the same time. This offers great flexibility 
and efficiency. Multiple users can send files to the same nesting  
queue, ensuring that you use all available media to the maximum.

Prepress workflow, web-to-print, 
and MIS integration
Let Fiery Prep-it handle jobs from your prepress workflow, online print shop, and MIS systems fully  
automatically. You can set up these systems to send print plus JSON (job definition) files to a  
Prep-it hot folder. Jobs are then automatically prepared, then printed and ready for cutting without  
any operator intervention. From the number of copies, through to cut-layer controls, JSON files 
can contain any print-for-cut setting that can be set with preset actions from Fiery Prep-it — 
delivering truly “hands free” production, as well as eliminating the need for multiple hot folders.

Click here or scan the QR code for 
product specifications.

HOT 
FOLDERS

CMYUK Demonstration & Training Centre
Unit 3B Vanguard Way,
Battlefield Enterprise Park,
Shrewsbury, SY1 3TG

CMYUK Group Head Office:
Building 329, Suite G.4
Doncastle Road, Bracknell
Berkshire, RG12 8PE

sales@cmyuk.com                 +44 (0) 118 989 2929       www.cmyuk.com

CMYUK Distribution Centre:
Unit 2 Impact Park, Willenhall Lane, 
Bloxwich, Walsall, 
West Midlands, WS3 2XN


